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IBM & NASA Open Source Largest Geospatial 
AI Foundation Model on Hugging Face

Effort aims to widen access to NASA earth 
science data for geospatial intelligence and 
accelerate climate-related discoveries
    – Aug 3, 2023

https://newsroom.ibm.com/2023-08-03-IBM-and-NASA-Open-Source-
Largest-Geospatial-AI-Foundation-Model-on-Hugging-Face
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Safety First Means Climate

   ‣ Satellite and other Remote Sensing
      expanding at an accelerating pace

   ‣ Artificial Intelligence advances
      are real, measurable, being deployed 

   ‣ FoundationModels develop and are
     applied to geospatial data environments
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Parts & Pieces to Start

   ‣ NASA Earthscience Satellite Imagery for 
time-series analysis

   ‣ Artificial Intelligence – BERT Natural 
Language Processing (NLP) 

   ‣ What are FoundationModels
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Bulk Data Metrics 
2022

NASA IMPACT Labs



IBM’s new geospatial foundation model was 
uniquely built using Earth surface reflectance 
data from NASA’s Harmonized Landsat 
Sentinel-2 (HLS) data products. HLS data is 
used routinely for environmental monitoring 
and data production is managed, in part, by 
the IMPACT HLS team. By priming the 
foundation model with labeled images of 
features like fire burn scars and flooding 
boundaries, the model is then poised to 
significantly accelerate geospatial analysis of 
future environmental events. Early testing has 
already indicated significant improvement 
(15%) in mapping floods and fire burn scars 
compared to deep learning models.

https://impactunofficial.medium.com/ibm-
geospatial-foundation-model-trained-with-
hls-data-acbc5a8b0a49
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In January 2023, under a NASA Space Act Agreement, IBM began training a foundation model on a sliver of NASA’s Harmonized 
Landsat Sentinel-2  (HLS) dataset, which provides a full view of Earth every two to three days.   At a resolution of 30-meters per 
pixel, HLS images are close enough for detecting changes in land-use but not quite detailed enough for identifying individual trees.

    Built on a vision transformer (ViT) and a masked autoencoder (MAE) architecture, the model has been adapted to process satellite 
images by expanding its spatial attention mechanism to include time. IBM trained the model on its AI supercomputer, Vela, and 
leveraged PyTorch and ecosystem libraries for training and tuning on labeled images of floods and burn-scars from wildfires. In tests, 
researchers saw a 15% accuracy boost compared to state-of-the-art deep learning models for mapping  floods and fires.

https://research.ibm.com/blog/nasa-hugging-face-ibm?mhsrc=ibmsearch_a&mhq=geospatial%20AND%20NASA
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    A Google AI Language 
team introduced BERT around 
2018; by 2020 BERT was 
almost ubiquitous in Natural 
Language Processing (NLP) 
AI, using a new mechanism 
called 
             Transformers 

Google AI Language 
ArXiv:1810.04805v2
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What are 
FoundationModels



Snapshot: 09/06/2023 20:14

  Apr 27, 2022   #AI #RedHat #FoundationModels  Why can't we build and reuse AI models? Mo 
data, mo problems? Learn how AI foundation models change the game for training AI/ML and 
join Red Hat CTO Chris Wright and IBM Research AI VP Sriram Raghavan to explore 
foundation models, an emerging approach to machine learning and data representation. Even in 
the age of big data when AI/ML is more prevalent, training the next generation of AI tools like 
NLP requires enormous data, and using AI models to new or different domains may be tricky. A 
foundation model can consolidate data from several sources so that one model may then be 
used for various activities. But how will foundation models be used for things beyond natural 
language processing? Don't miss this episode to explore how foundation models are a paradigm 
shift in how AI gets done. 
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    RedHat, IBM and other
technology partners are 

productizing 
FoundationModels for

customer deployment on 
premises, or cloud 

https://www.youtube.com/hashtag/ai
https://www.youtube.com/hashtag/redhat
https://www.youtube.com/hashtag/foundationmodels




Geospatial FoundationModels are being implemented today;

ACTION THESIS 

Stakeholders must participate meaningfully in verification,
as developers build implementations. 
Iterate governance, construct checks and balances; 
act and develop the platforms in consequential ways.

Power a pipeline of skilled human participants.
Apply previously impossible capabilities.
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Technology Advances

   ‣ G20 Summit, India Chair, August 2023
      Prioritize AI for Equitable Science

   ‣ State of AI in 2023
       https://hai.stanford.edu/news/2023-state-ai-14-charts 

   ‣ IPCC AR6 Issues “Dire Warning” 
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EU Legislation in Progress Briefing | AI Act
   28 jun 2023       eprs@europarl.europa.eu
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AI◦Safety is an 
evolving field, calling 
for civilian 
participation
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Geospatial FoundationModel
Verification

   ‣ NASA partners with researchers
       Clark Center for Geospatial Analytics

   ‣ ServiceNow Benchmarks

   ‣ Industry Expert Feedback
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Clark geospatial team partners with NASA, IBM 
to harness AI technology;  New model to aid 
researchers, policymakers in addressing climate impacts

August 29, 2023 By Meredith Woodward King
https://clarknow.clarku.edu/2023/08/29/clark-geospatial-team-
partners-with-nasa-ibm-to-harness-ai-technology/

    The summer of 2023 is headed for the record books, with 
increasing heat waves, wildfires, tropical storms, and flooding. July 
was declared the hottest month on earth since records began in 
1880. To better understand how the earth is changing, the impact of 
extreme climate events, and how humans might adapt, researchers 
use satellite images to extrapolate data.

    Hamed Alemohammad, director of Clark’s new Center for Geospatial Analytics, and six graduate students — working with NASA and IBM — are 
hoping artificial intelligence (AI) can answer these questions. Together, they have produced the world’s first geospatial AI foundation model, a 
milestone that will allow climate and earth scientists to access and study data more quickly and efficiently.
    “In construction, you put the foundation on the ground, and then you build a customized structure on top. The foundation model is practically the 
same thing. But in this case, you are building a deep learning model,” says Alemohammad, associate professor in Clark’s Graduate School of 
Geography.

    Using a foundation model to build generative AI models that can be customized for various applications, rather than building those custom models 
from scratch, saves researchers time and money, he explains.  …

    ChatGPT and Google’s Bard are examples of generative models built on top of the first large language foundation model. The Clark/NASA/IBM 
project “is the first foundation model in geospatial earth science,” Alemohammad says. “We want to assess the usability of foundation models in this 
field.”

    This year, IBM and NASA’s Interagency Implementation and Advanced Concepts Team (IMPACT) deployed the geospatial AI foundation model to 
comb through and extract information from a year of raw, unlabeled imagery data gathered by the space agency’s Harmonized Landsat Sentinel-2 
(HLS) satellite from across the continental United States.

    In July, the team released the foundation model on Hugging Face, a repository for open-source machine learning models. The foundation model — 
fine-tuned on human-labeled data for mapping of floods and burn scars from wildfires — so far has demonstrated a 15 percent improvement over 
other state-of-the-art techniques, according to IBM. The effort is tied to NASA’s goal to make data, code, and AI models available to everyone 
through its Open-Source Science Initiative.

    “We believe that foundation models have the potential to change the way observational data are analyzed and help us to better understand our 
planet,” says Kevin Murphy, chief science data officer at NASA. “And by open-sourcing such models and making them available to the world, we hope 
to multiply their impact.”
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~$  dataset/geobench/*/*
11G     dataset/geobench/classification_v0.9.0/m-bigearthnet
2.8G    dataset/geobench/classification_v0.9.0/m-brick-kiln
1.7G    dataset/geobench/classification_v0.9.0/m-eurosat
2.0G    dataset/geobench/classification_v0.9.0/m-forestnet
1.4G    dataset/geobench/classification_v0.9.0/m-pv4ger
1.3G    dataset/geobench/classification_v0.9.0/m-so2sat
2.3G    dataset/geobench/segmentation_v0.9.0/m-cashew-plantation
3.4G    dataset/geobench/segmentation_v0.9.0/m-chesapeake-lancover
731M    dataset/geobench/segmentation_v0.9.0/m-NeonTree
476M    dataset/geobench/segmentation_v0.9.0/m-nz-cattle
618M    dataset/geobench/segmentation_v0.9.0/m-pv4ger-seg
3.4G    dataset/geobench/segmentation_v0.9.0/m-SA-crop-type

Snapshot: 08/26/2023 00:51
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Industry Expert
Gopal Erinjippurath
describes the Prithvi 

Geospatial
FoundationModel
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    The Prithvi-100M model announced last week from #nasa+#ibm collab is the first large scale 
geospatial foundational model for #earthobservation (EO) data  It's a complex model with 100M 🌍
parameters trained on open #eo data with ability to work with the time dimension.

    The pre-trained model is a vision transformer (ViT) operating as a Masked Autoencoder (MAE), 
trained on hybrid #landsat #sentinel (HLS) data. What's with all those acronyms? Let's unpack these for a 
minute:

  HLS: That's the training data used by this model. It is a data fusion product from NASA providing 
consistent data from the Operational Land Imager (OLI) on the Landsat 8+9 satellites and the Multi-
Spectral Instrument (MSI) on the Sentinel-2A+2B satellites. IMO it’s the best of open source EO, enabling 
consistent global land observations at 30m spatial resolution every 3 days.

  ViT: That's one aspect of the backbone network called the vision transformer. These class of models 
represent an input image as a series of image patches. Just like transfers in GPT 3/3.5/4 transform a series 
of word embeddings to text, the ViT transform these series of image patches into labels for the image. 
While convolutional networks (CNNs) use multidimensional pixel arrays, ViT represent the input images into 
"visual tokens".

  MAE: Auto-encoders are powerful networks for self supervision (learning without supervision aka without 
labeled training data). Masked auto-encoders are trained with full images that are partially masked out and 
the decoder tries to predict the masked patches. Masks matter as they appear in real world EO data are 
clouds, smoke, haze, snow, shadow. Once trained, being a foundational model, the thesis is that the 
encoder can be used to create embeddings for fine tuning to broad range of tasks, examples being Flood 
detection using single time step 6 band imagery and weighted BCE loss and land segmentation using multi-
step 6 band imagery and cross entropy loss.

Gopal Erinjippurath: https://www.sustglobal.com/
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HuggingFace ‘Prithvi’ Model Card

Snapshot: 09/06/2023 20:14
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Example 
Specialization of a
Prithvi base 
FoundationModelSnapshot: 09/06/2023 20:14
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CONTACT:

  Brian M Hamlin           Berkeley, California
  maplabs@light42.com             general inquiries
  <private-tbd>                                partnerships

mailto:maplabs@light42.com

